Surgery is an ancient medical specialty that uses manual and instrumental techniques on a patient to investigate and/or treat a pathological condition such as disease or injury, or to help improve bodily function or appearance. The journal provides recent advances that improve the understanding of disease and the safe and effective treatment of patients.

Surgery: Current Research, an Open Access category aims to advance our understanding of the action of drugs and their addictive processes, diagnosis, harmful effects as well as assist in prevention and treatments of addiction. Surgery: Current Research an international, peer-reviewed journal publishing an overview of human research on substance abuse which includes the contents geared towards behavioral, psychological, genetic, neuro-biological, and pharmacological aspects.

Surgery: Current Research the complicated aspects of addiction, psychological and most probably physical addiction despite of its detrimental consequences and increased tolerance, as deemed by the drug addict himself to his individual health, mental state and unmanageable life style. The Journal is promptly available, and is freely accessible globally through internet to share the innovations of the researchers for scholarly advancement in this field.

Surgery: Current Research - Open Access uses online manuscript submission, review and tracking systems for quality and quick review processing. Submit your manuscript at

http://omicsgroup.info/editorialtracking/surgery/SubmitManuscript.php
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